
Dear Sir, 

Thank you very much for the valuable comments provided by the reviewers. I have made 

corresponding modifications one by one according to the comments provided by the 

reviewers. Below are the explanations one by one. 

 

Reviewer #1: 

1. these three rare cases have not been discussed sufficiently. The discussion needs to be 

rewritten in accordance with the rules of literary writing and compared with previous 

works in a more analytical way, emphasizing the similarities and differences. 

Therefore, some suggestions need to be made to improve the quality of study. 

The discussion section has been modified (Please refer to the highlighted yellow 

section in the discussion). 

 

2. Abbreviations should not be used in the title of the study. Abbreviations should be 

checked again and added to the manuscript as a section.  

I have modified in the title, please see the highlighted yellow section for details. 

Abbreviations had modified to the manuscript guidelines. 

 

3. The whole study should be rewritten by a natural speaker.  

I have obtained AJE's English language polishing certificate. Please refer to the 

attachment 

 

4.  (Line 122)= “The child was given standard medical treatment”. What was the 

standard medical treatment? The knowledge of detailing therapy should be written in 

the manuscript.  

Detailing therapy has been written in “Treatment section”（  Please refer to the 

highlighted yellow section in this section）. 

 

5. Figures and Figure legends are not understandable. These parts should be rewritten 

by an expert. 442-5114 

Figures and figure legends had been rewritten（ Please refer to the highlighted yellow 

section in this section）. 

 

Reviewer #2: 

1． The format of the article must be entirely changed.  

I have made modifications according to the format of our magazine.  

 

2. The introduction should contain information about the rarity of the presented 

pathologies. 

The information on the rarity of the presented case in the introduction has been added

（ Please refer to the highlighted yellow section in the introduction）. 

 

3. The cases should be seperately and clearly defined along with relevant subtitles and 

final diagnosis. 



I have separated the three cases according to relevant subtitles and final diagnosis.  

 

4. The discussion should concentrate on two entities with relkevant subtitles.  

The discussion section has been modified（ Please refer to the highlighted yellow section 

in this discussion）. 

 

5. The figure legends must be rewritten with much more detail. The diagnosis must be 

given with the subtitles. The mass and the important organs should be marked. The 

hypointense character of the mass in the figure 1 should be emphasized. the anatomycal 

posistion of the images must be given. All of the figure legends must be rewritten by an 

expert in radiology. 

Figures and figure legends had been rewritten（ Please refer to the highlighted yellow 

section in this section）. 

 


